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All it took was one night to bring my world crashing down around me. Now, I'm the last of our royal line,
I'm the new Queen of the Werewolves. But its not just as simple as taking the throne. To protect me, our
world had to believe I died with my family until my guards find the threat.

So for now, I've got to stay hidden. For this to work, I have to enter a new pack under the guise of a royal
warrior. From there everything changes.

Finding my mate was just the start.

Now Love and betrayal is setting everything into motion.
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From Reader Review Hidden Queen (Hidden Queen #1) for online
ebook

Jessica says

Awesome book, the only problem was the poor editing. Besides that I loved the book

Kaegan says

This book is so amazing! I couldn't put it down! The only thing is that there where several grammatical
errors. I beg the author to please edit it so that it will be even better than it already is.

Richlin Thompson says

Ok...I will be the first to admit that this book would have had a better rating if the grammar was better. Now
the story in this book was amazing and I am looking forward to seeing more. But it was difficult to read due
to the grammar. Its hard to catch on.

A good story but hard to read.

Trudyd says

Magnificent

Magnificent, following the story was thrilling and exciting. I choose this rating because I enjoyed the book to
the end and looking toward to book 2.

Sasha Cunliffe says

I loved this book it kept me on my toes and it's the second time I have read it and I still love it hope the next
one comes out soon

Alex says

Amazing book, read on wattpad.



Shalyver Monagas says

Do I start with the bad or good? Well...

Good- it’s a story where you find yourself nonstop reading it, the main story is very good! You fall for the
characters backstories. Everything is amazing in this story but...
Bad- if your the type of person that ALWAYS correct someone when they write BAD and/or WRONG well
in this book you’ll find yourself cringing every second till— no, IF you can finish the book.

I would recommend this book if you don’t mind the bad grammar.

Carita Barnes says

True mates

Excellent read. Kept me up all night reading and had to make myself go to sleep. Such a lovely story of the
true mates, just pure awesomesauce

Pamela Goodrich-boggs says

This is one book you won't ever want to put down! You will want to read it again and again because each
time you will gain more insight into the characters, the plot and foreshadowing.
Action, intrigue, betrayal, romance, power, love are just a few experiences/feelings you will have while
reading it. It has villain characters you want to shake your hands at, and amazing characters who you will fall
in love with. Highly recommended and highly addicting read!

Lelaney says

I love it can't wait for part 2

Misti Murphy says

I received this book for an honest review.

The story line of Hidden Queen was fantastic. A young werewolf princess witnesses her parents being
murdered and has to go into hiding, but hiding wont keep her safe. I loved this new take on wolves and
vampires.

However, it needed editing. There were wrong and misspelled words, and tenses got mixed up which made it
a hard book to read.



If this book was edited I'd give it a higher rating based on a great story. I'm also very interested in seeing
where the rest of the story goes.

Anne says

I think the story is amazing

Arianna says

I read this book of Wattpad and usually stories there aren't the best. However, this book was really good.
There were many plot twists and tons of turns. It was beautifully written and made you fall for the characters.
I am very excited that I can soon order this and especially that the author is going to publish it! Now I need
to know when the sequel is coming out! That cliff hanger is killing me!

T.M. Payne says

Book: Hidden Queen – Hidden Queen #1
Author: S.C. Cummins
Publication Date: 12/18/2014
Reviewed by: Tammy Payne- Book Nook Nuts
My Rating: 3 Stars

REVIEW
New to me author.

The concept / story line of this book is fantastic and that is what I am rating. However that being said the
book needs so much work in the editing part. Many words missing and misspelled.

I would love to reread when that is done as I would have given this book at least 4 stars. However I was
gifted a copy for my honest review and that is what I am giving.

We have a young werewolf princess who is thrust into being queen when her parent’s are killed. She also
holds more power than any werewolf ever. She is kidnapped and thought dead by her pack.
Although she knew of her mate he betrays her and takes another.

She is kept by Vampires who were once friends of her family. The eldest has fallen for her and she for him.
They work together to increase her power knowledge.

Again this would have been fascinating but it needs serious editing.
Hidden Queen



Rae Ewer says

Great premise... horrible writing

I gave this 2 stars because I though the story itself was good. However, the writing and "editing" was
absolutely atrocious. I forced myself to read this because I like the story. It does end with a cliffhanger, more
or less. There's more story to tell and I'm sure it's interesting. But, I truly hope that the author takes more care
and/or has someone- ANYONE- proofread the next book. I would be embarrassed to have someone read this
as is if I wrote it.


